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Conclusion {note: This part is more like a note on what intimacy is 
to me at the moment}


…Intimacy is a powerful feeling that can disarm our coldcold hearts.

…Intimacy is a tactic to create an imaginary and temporary space.

…Intimacy is a way to create a space for ‘we’.

…Intimacy is a strategy to encourage caring minds and embrace otherness. 

…Intimacy is an ambivalent space, not only embracing positive feelings but also 
negative ones.

…Intimacy is about practicing slowness.

…Intimacy is about paying attention to the fragilities around us.

…


Writing this thesis has been also an intimate journey for me. {note: share how I went back 
an forth English and Korean. In terms of writing, and reading Korean literature, English 
literature translated in Korean, and English literature}
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Introduction 

In assembling ideas that are seemingly disconnected and uneven (the seabird and 
the epilogue, the song and the soil, the punch clock and the ecosystem, the 
streetlight and the kick-on-beat), the logic of knowing-to-prove is unsustainable 
because incongruity appears to be offering atypical thinking. Yet curiosity thrives. 
[…] Also, assembling ideas that are seemingly connected (the weight and the 
measure, the cloth and the silk, the road and the vehicle) fuse and break apart how 
we know, because we seek out continuities and ruptures. And curiosity thrives. 

(McKittrick, 2021:4-5)


An initial departure of this thesis was my curiosity towards the question, “where are you 
from?” Since living in the Netherlands for almost two years, I have gotten this question a 
lot from others. And every time I answered, “I am from Seoul, South Korea.” Then, I would 
ask: “where are you from?” Like a chatbot designed to converse in certain ways, I heard 
this way of exchange repeated in various circumstances. As continuously answering, 
asking, listening to, observing and engaging in conversations triggered by this question, I 
discovered this inquiry often turned out to be an uncurious question. 


To understand what I mean by an uncurious question, looking into the definition and 
etymology of the word ‘curious’ would be helpful. Defined as ‘marked by desire to 
investigate and learn’, the word ‘curious’ comes from the Latin word ‘cura’, meaning 
‘care’. It is significant that this ancient trace reminds us ‘the desire to know and learn’ 
once arose from ‘the desire to care for and look after’. Although, do we still approach 
others with caring minds?


My argument is that this category of ‘uncurious question’ reveals one’s desire to define 
and control by othering people. December 2022, what happened in the Buckingham 
palace exemplifies this. During a charity palace reception, the founder of the Sistah Space
—a London-based domestic violence charity for women with African and Caribbean 
heritage, Ngozi Fulani was asked where she is from by Susan Hussey, the Lady-in-
waiting, multiple times. Despite Fulani’s answer to her questions that she was born and 
raised in the UK, the question continued—“No, where are you really from?” 


This question is draining and careless. As Kohinoor Sahota pointed out in her follow-up 
article in the Guardian, this question is politically loaded (Sahota, 2022). It constantly 
reminds you: You are different. You are not from here. You do not belong here. Why are 
you here? In this question, ‘you’ are forced into the category of ‘not me’. Once you are 
pushed into this category, you are a target of interrogation. You must answer the 
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the other’s background and personal history, and so too of their motivations and 
desires…]} 
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question. Not only ‘you’ are defined as negative of ‘me’, you are forced to flatten your 
identity into a single simple answer.


Moving away from a caring mind, the curious mind. This way of interaction does not leave 
space for ‘we’—a space where ‘you’ and ‘I’ can coexist. Back to the question, where are 
you from? I sense the clumsiness of our approach towards different beings. I wonder: 
Instead of positioning others in fixed places, what if the rethinking of this question shifts 
us from a binary opposition of ‘you’ and ‘me’ to a ‘we’, a question that we think through 
with others?


The purpose of this thesis is to explore the questions above through writing, and lay the 
theoretical groundwork for my graduation project, Minor Stories. 


Minor Stories is a multi-method publishing project giving space to vulnerable and intimate 
feelings that people experience yet often brush aside. In this project, I intend to share 
vulnerable feelings in the format of storytelling and explore various intimate storytelling 
methodologies encompassing from physical props to digital technologies. By doing so, I 
will propose intimate ways of storytelling as a careful and affective publishing 
methodology, which I termed “intimate publishing”. How will people react if I whisper 
stories of my ugly-competitive side through the body of bread? (Figure 1) What kind of 
thoughts and emotions will occur if they read marginalized experiences from the gutter of 
a book? Will people open up and share their intimate stories as well? How can I disarm 
our cold, cold hearts and allow us to be more curious and caring? 




Figure 1. A picture taken during the first public moment at Leeszaal in 
the 4th semester. I whispered short stories to the visitors through a 
body of bread. I chose the bread as a medium mainly due to the 
context of this public event (X-Kitchen, in this event, XPUB2 provided 
free soup and bread to visitors). However, it is also because of 
Japanese diaspora writer Yoko Tawada's imagery of the human soul 
inhabiting in the air filling the body of bread. 
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	 By whom: Chaeyoung Kim with unknown	 

	 Context: @Het Bollenpangje (Rotterdam, NL), X-Take Away, the third public 	 

	 moment as XPUB2, 2022

	 

	 e-3. DOTSCHE Clumsy drawing stickers in Telegram/Whatsapp chat

	 By whom: Unknown

	 Context: (https://sticker-collection.com/Dotsche?culture=en&group=All) 
	  
	 e-4. That Distant Future When We Share a Coffee

	 By whom: Chaeyoung Kim, Sound by Myungsun Jang and ceramics by Sunghye 	 

	 Kim

	 Context: Post-pandemic, @Various locations, 2020 - 	 

	 


b. Translate

	 f-1. Reading and translating a letter (Kor-Eng)

	 By whom: Chaeyoung Kim

	 Context: @Het Bollenpangje (Rotterdam, NL), X-Take Away, the third public 	 

	 moment as XPUB2, 2022


c. Taking Notes

	 g-1. ETC Portal to Contamination


By whom: Chaeyoung Kim and Gersande Schellinx 
Context: A sub-group web-based project, Learning How to Walk While Catwalking 
(Special Issue 16), 2021 
(https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/~chae/api/)


3-2) Criteria for analyzing intimate publishing


1) {note: [Noise - granularity - low resolution - low quality - friction]} 


2) {note: [small - simple - low tech - accessible - understandable - approachable - 
vernacularity]}


3)  {note: [sense of feeling connected - here/now - situated - What Sophie Collins talked: 
“(T)o build intimacy with another person is to become ‘close’ to them. In human 
relationships, this becoming close involves a physical and intellectual proximity, or 
perhaps, in the digital age a purely cerebral closeness that is the product of frequent 
exchanges, by email, text and/or other online message systems. This exchange of 
thoughts and information establishes the conditions for what we implicitly know to be the 
root of intimacy that is, an understanding of the other’s background and personal history, 
and so too of their motivations and desires. (Collins, 2020, 339p)”/ an understanding of 
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Going back to this thesis, I will first share the thinking process behind my graduation 
project, by explaining how Minor Feelings by Cathy Park Hong, and Dear Science and 
Other Stories by Katherine McKittrick inspired me to come up with the project. Hong’s 
work is an important one since her text encouraged me to explore my vulnerable feelings 
through writing. From McKittrick, I learned that “sharing stories is creative rigorous radical 
theory. The act of sharing stories is the theory and the methodology" (emphasis in 
original, Mckittrick, 2021, p. 73). 


In the second chapter, I will look into intimacy in translation through Sophie Collins’s 
work, Intimacy: An Alternative Model for Literary Translation. Then I will further explore a 
concept of intimacy by sharing my research on the etymology of ‘Chin-Mil-Gam (친밀감, 
親密感)’, a Korean word for ‘intimacy’. Finally, I will explain my concept of ‘intimate 
publishing’.


In the last chapter, various intimate publishing methodologies will be shared and 
presented as a case study. Through reflecting on each case, I will draw key elements 
which could later work as criteria for intimate publishing. 
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(and frustration) in searching for the book in the Netherlands, Belgium, and France, my 
old friend Hyenam sent me the book from Berlin. It was, in fact, not the original book, but 
a scanned version of it. I was fascinated by the dark shadows in the gutter of the book 
and the story behind it, which is, also frustrated by the impossibility of getting a copy of 
Dictee, she had scanned the entire book from a university library and bound it into a 
brand ‘new’ book for herself.


D. Publication delivered in the pocket 
A pocket-size publication that would fit into/delivered in a pocket, or a publication that 
could work as a pocket: Depending on an intention of a storyteller, it might require lots of 
planning and commitment before.


Enactment: @ A letter publication delivered to pockets of Kim and Emm’s jacket, 2023 




See also:  David Horvitz, Preschool Pocket Treasure

 


a.Drawing

	e-1. Magical Button (working title, 2022)

	By whom: Chaeyoung Kim with support from Raphaël Bastide

	Context: A final outcome of a workshop hosted by Raphaël Bastide

	(https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat/constr/magical-button/)

	


Shapeshifting drawing on a web page. By clicking a button on the page, the 
drawing of a lost puppy doll “Mamang (마망)” changes into different drawings such 
as a cook, a basketball player, a person walking, a dog, a face with glasses, etc.


	

	e-2. Lost Stories
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Chapter 1. Context for the Graduation Project, Minor Stories 
  	 


To feel uncomfortable is precisely to be affected by that which persists in the 
shaping of bodies and lives. Discomfort is hence not about assimilation or 
resistance, but about inhabiting norms differently. The inhabitance is generative or 
productive insofar as it does not end with the failure of norms to be secured, but 
with possibilities of living that do not ‘follow’ those norms through. 
(Ahmed, 2004, 155)


In late August 2021, I moved to Rotterdam for my studies. Since living in a new and 
foreign environment, I have reflected a lot on uncomfortable feelings that are hard to 
confront. These feelings emerge(d) from the street, around the dinner table, at the party, 
during the discussion, on the telephone call, and in the quality-check survey. They were 
prompted by stares or comments from strangers, by some jokes that I could not laugh 
with, or by questions without care. But self-doubts emerge(d) too. Did I really hear what I 
heard? Are these feelings real? Are they coming from my anxieties triggered by the news 
of increased racial discriminations against Asians after the COVID outbreak? Am I 
overthinking, overreacting, or being overly sensitive right now? In an attempt to identify 
and document these indefinable feelings, I started to write them down in my diary 
whenever I thought of having them. 


After reading Minor Feelings  by Cathy Park Hong, I realized that I am not the only one 1

who feels(felt) this way, and—in fact—these feelings are tightly connected to systemic 
racism. In her provocative and beautifully articulated book, Hong defines ‘minor feelings’ 
as "the racialized range of emotions that are negative, dysphoric, and therefore 
untelegenic, built from the sediments of everyday racial experience and the irritant of 
having one’s perception of reality constantly questioned or dismissed" (Hong, 2020, p. 
46). Through her text, I started to recognize my once indefinable feelings as minor 
feelings. Deeply inspired by her work, I continued to reflect on and explore them through 
writing. Through the act of writing, they became stories.


Within the context of the course, Experimental Publishing (XPUB), I began to share my 
stories with a small group of friends. The first time I shared them was during the class. It 
was shortly after my mom and aunt’s visit when we traveled to Paris, Brussels and then 
Ghent together. During this trip, we experienced several forms of racial discriminations. 
Hearing racial slurs towards loved ones was just so painful, and this sparked something 
inside me. I had to write. But there was something more. I felt the strong urge to read my 
writing to people, which I have never desired before. After reading it to my trusty XPUB 

 I read the book Minor Feelings first in Korean, not in English. Reading Hong's personal stories in 1

a language that I feel intimate, I felt incredibly close to her text. 
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B) Talking to the [bread, cotton candy…] microphone 
Any kind of object that could hold/hide a small recorder: anyone holding this object can 
be a storyteller. Easily be scaled up for a big group. Suitable for documentation. 
Depending on the object it can spark different moods.    


Enactment: the bread microphone, @Leeszaal (Rotterdam, NL), the first public moment as 
XPUB2, 2022


Followed by ‘A) Enactment @Leeszaal’, receivers were invited to tell their stories on 
‘competitiveness’, ’hastiness’, or ‘feeling invisible in a group’. 


Enactment: the cotton candy microphone, @Varia (Rotterdam, NL), Counter Cloud Action, 
2023


   

A group of people took turn reading manifesto of the Counter Cloud Action line-by-line 
altogether, passing around the cotton candy microphone. 


B) A tree-like-headphone 
A screen with a script displayed, 1 audio source connected to multiple headphones via 11 
audio splitters: unlike [a. whispering through the bread] method, a storyteller can reach a 
larger number of receiver at once. The more receivers connect, the more instability of 
audio playing. 


Enactment: @Classroom, PZI-building (Rotterdam, NL), Peer-to-peer Assessment, 2023 	 


C) Scanned [Dictee, pocket theory, …]  
Enactment: Sent through a package from Berlin to Rotterdam, 2022


After reading one chapter on Dictee in Minor Feelings, and Hong’s investigation into the 
murder of Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, I searched for Cha’s book. After many days of failure 
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colleagues, I gained enough confidence to share even more. As I shared more of my 
writings with various groups of people, I became more interested in storytelling. 


In Dear Science and other stories, Katherine McKittrick—a scholar of Black studies and 
decolonial studies—writes on storytelling as follows: 


Telling, sharing, listening to, and hearing stories are relational and interdisciplinary 
acts that are animated by all sorts of people, places, narrative, devices, theoretical 
queries, plots. The process is sustained by invention and wonder. The story has no 
answers. The stories offer an aesthetic relationally that relies on the dynamics of 
creating-narrating-listening-hearing-reading-and-sometimes-unhearing. 
(McKittrick, 2021:6)


What I noticed from my own experiences of sharing stories and from McKittrick’s thinking 
on storytelling is that this action is inevitably relational. Storytelling creates a space for 
‘we’—a space beyond the binary of ‘you’ and ‘me’. McKittrick’s work greatly encouraged 
me to focus storytelling as the main methodology for my graduation project. Furthermore, 
as the stories that I wish to share caprry vulnerable and intimate feelings, I desired to 
propose specific settings where I—and others—feel safe to tell, share, read, listen to, 
hear, and experience. This is how I come up with a concept of intimate publishing.
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Chapter 3. Case Study: intimate publishing methodologies  

Thinking within/through the scope of intimate publishing, I imagined and experimented 
with various stories and storytelling methodologies. In this chapter, I document tryouts as 
case studies. The list not only includes intimate methodologies of storytelling used in my 
graduation project, Minor Stories, but also some of my previous practices, and those of 
other practitioners. This is an open list, which I desire to continue adding to and editing 
after my graduation.


3-1) Case Studies 


A) Whispering through [the bread, the paper…] 
Any kind of fresh baguette with a hallow center: a storyteller can reach one receiver at a 
time. Slow and caring distribution. Not so suitable for a big scale. Highly multi-sensory. 
Materiality of the bread has an acoustic effect on the voice of the storyteller.   


Enactment: @Leeszaal (Rotterdam, NL), the first public moment as XPUB2, 2022


Short stories on the topic of ‘shame’, ‘jealousy’, ‘impatience’ and ‘competitiveness’ were 
whispered to the ear of a receiver through a body of bread. Required a lot of time and 
concentration. Despite high level of intimacy (high proximity, high emotional density), 
relatively easy to tell the story due to indirect position of the storyteller and the receiver.  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Chapter 2. Intimate Publishing 

Intimate Feeling and Translation


During my first individual assessment, Steve Rushton—a XPUB tutor for Reading, Writing 
and Research Methodologies—told me ‘intimacy’ seemed to be a recurring theme in my 
work. Since then, feeling quite content with this keyword, I have started to think my 
practice through ‘intimacy’. 


But what is intimacy? To understand the concept of intimacy, I typed the word ‘intimate’ 
in an online English dictionary. Defined as ‘closely acquainted; familiar’ and ‘private and 
personal’, it comes from Latin intimare (“to put or bring into, to impress, to make 
familiar”), from intimus (“inmost, innermost, most intimate”), the superlative 
of intus (“within”), from in (“in”). I thought: Hmm, that looks complicated. Yet my curiosity 
thrived.


While researching on ‘intimacy’ and conceptualizing ‘intimate publishing’, Sophie Collins’s 
Intimacy: An Alternative Model for Literary Translation was immensely insightful. In this 
text, a writer, poet, and translator based in Edinburgh, Collins critically approaches a 
normative translation model—the “fidelity model”—and reveals its underlying sexist, 
instrumentalist, essentialist, and colonialist desires. Through in-depth analysis of Don 
Mee Choi’s (based in the U.S.) translations of Kim Hyesoon’s (based in South Korea) 
poem, she proposes intimacy as an alternative translation model over fidelity model.


Humorously pointing out “a notoriously nebulous” aspect of intimacy, Collins wrote “[i]t 
covers a range of affective state of both high and low arousal, and its valence might be 
positive and/or negative. Conflict and failure are as core to our experiences of intimacy as 
the excitement of collaborative world-building and the mental and physical benefits of 
another’s care (Collins, 2020, 338p).” Based on these notions, she suggests intimate 
translation as “1) heightened contextualization of source text and author, which does not 
require the portrayal of a friendship if no such friendship exists; 2) subversion of the 
dominant aesthetic values of the receiving culture (Collins, 2020, 344p).” 


According to Collins, Don Mee Choi’s translation work is an embodiment of intimate 
translation. She points out Choi’s usage of commentary space (sharing her translation 
process and connecting her familial immigration story with Korean modern history) leads 
readers to “establish the conditions for intimacy […] that is, an understanding of the 
other’s background and personal history, and so too of their motivations and desires 
(Collins, 2020, 339p).” Secondly, Choi’s idiosyncratic usages of English, such as 
‘kisskiss’, ‘coldcold’, ‘ploplop’, ‘gulpgulp’, showcase Choi’s innovative approach towards 
two distinctive language systems, Korean and English. 
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unimportant.’ She shows how systemic racism and white supremacy have been belittled 
and forced racial minorities into one single story. By exploring, sharing, speaking, and 
reflecting on various minor feelings, she diversifies a single story into multiple messy 
stories. As written on the cover of the book, these feelings are not minor after all.


{note: here I will set up networks of references: (1) Korean folk tale “a pocket of stories”
(2)The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction, Ursula K. Le Guin (3)Dictee, Theresa Hak Kyung Cha 
(4) Minor Feelings: an Asian American Reckoning, Cathy Park Hong, and (5) Dear Science: 
and Other Stories, Katterine McKittrick. To pay tribute to their works, mash up and 
celebrate collectivity around storytelling.}


[ Creating intimate publics in the age of post-digital network] 
As Collins argued, if “intimacy (in translation) indicates a mutual, consensual, and willing 
exchange between author and translator, source and translation, without necessarily 
invoking any existing principles”, how can we expand and practice this argument in 
publishing? Thus, for me, creating intimate publics means creating a public willing to 
exchange minor and intimate moments, and realizing the relationality of this world. 

{note: briefly mention Wendy Hui Kyung Chun’s concept of homophilly}


[ For what purpose? Sparkling curiosity and beyond the desire to control (hierarchy)] 
Through intimate publishing, I aim to make intimate things public while reimagining and 
embracing the complexities of intimacy, and relentlessly telling and listening to different 
stories. Also, I intend to create intimate public in heavily fragmented post-digital 
networks, a public who are willing to narrow and push back the distance, actively 
listening to stories that have been ignored and diminished. To stomp and build the 
common ground of understanding, and spark the curios/caring minds. To refuse single 
simple answer/story. To reach out and move around. To not force one into one position. 
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For me, Choi’s subtle, yet clear, subversions in English was truly inspiring. It instantly 
reminds me of playful and rhythmical aspects of the Korean language manifested in rich 
collections of onomatopoeia and memetic words: ‘boglebogle(보글보글)’, ‘buuglebuugle(부
글부글)’, ‘baglebagle(바글바글)’, ‘jaglejagle(자글자글)', ‘giglegigle(지글지글)’—all of them 
referring to slightly different sizzling or boiling states(!). Choi’s intimate translation practice 
opened up a room for interpretation and imagination.




Looking back, reading Sophie Collins text was a slow yet intimate experience. I was 
constantly pausing, looking up unfamiliar words in a Kor-Eng dictionary, making notes, 
reading again, and repeating this process. The moment I read examples of intimate 
translations by Don Mee Choi, I cackled. How can I, as a person who speaks Korean 
fluently, not laugh while reading “[f]arfar swiftswift zealzeal stuffstuff waddlewaddling 
stickysticky cacklecakled draindrained flowflow yellyell swishswish”? After finishing 
reading the text, still some words, sentences and meanings remained as question marks, 
untranslatable, and staying opaque. Hmm. The more I think about intimacy and 
translation together, the clearer it becomes that my state of being is, in fact, a translated 
one. (See Figure 3) Carried, and transferred across the sea, speaking and writing in-
between languages (Korean and English), being surrounded by different languages 
(English, Dutch, French, etc.), being reminded of my translated state through uncurious 
questions. I noticed that I have been constantly shifting and re-shaping ‘[my] 
understanding of the world’ through these interactions. 


Figure 2. A picture of my hand holding a booklet of Sophie Collins text, Intimacy: An 
Alternative Model For Literary Translation. It is filled with Korean meanings of unfamiliar English 
words, ♡, ★, emotional expressions (ㅜ_ㅜ, ㅋㅋㅋㅋ=laughter), and soft lime-green highlights. 

 of 1220

seen’)’ inside ‘Chin (親, close to)’, it highlights the relation between proximity and visibility: 
Being close enough so that you can see (見) it. Or due to its visibility (見) you ‘become 
familiar (intimare)’, and thus emotionally feel close. But the second character Mil’(密, 
dense) holds counteractions, keeping it hidden and out of sight. 

{note: add 1-2 sentence explaining how various desires and actions with opaque reasons 
reside in the concept of intimacy. To link with the next part]


Intimate Publishing


As explored through the Korean word, ‘Chin-Mil (친밀, 親密)’, ‘intimacy’ is an ambivalent 
and complex bundle of affects and desires that leave marks on people (impress), narrows 
the distance in-between them or pushes away due to its emotional densities or other 
opaque desires. Then, what kind of dynamics and meanings would arise when ‘intimacy’ 
and ‘publishing’ meet? To dive into this question, I first define intimate publishing as “the 
acts of making [intimate] things public and creating [intimate] publics in the age of post-
digital networks”.
 3

[ Making intimate things public — ① Reimagining intimacy, beyond innocuous 
instant happiness ] 
Here, what I mean by ‘intimate things’ are not just fuzzy, soft, comfortable cute and 
positive feelings/things (of course everything just mentioned can be part of ‘intimate 
things’). Instead, I call for reimagining intimacy as a complex opaque wide spectrum of 
feelings and desires. {note: expand on what I mean by a complex opaque wide spectrum 
of feelings and desires. Link it with Hee-Jeong Sohn’s concept of ‘enclosure on the 
affects’ which refers to the management of affects—“worshipping happiness and 
pathologizing depression in accordance with the needs of the capital and the state.” 
(Sohn, 2015)}


Also, when I am talking about ‘intimate thing’, this is apart from ‘gossip’. {note: briefly 
mention how gossip works by excluding ppl. Here, intimacy is about reaching out, 
inclusion rather than exclusion} 


[ Making intimate things public — ② Politics of intimacy ] 
Through intimate publishing, I suggest being attentive to what has been considered 
personal, minor, or trivial. Who decides what is personal, minor and trivial? Again, thinking 
of Cathy’s work in Minor Feelings is significant here. Interestingly, her work plays with the 
word ‘minor’ which means ‘inferior in importance, size, or degree; comparatively 

 Similar to intimacy, to some, a concept of ‘publishing’ is also “notoriously nebulous”. The 3

definition of ‘intimate publishing’ comes from how the course, XPUB, approach ‘publishing’. On 
the main website for the course it explains: ”XPUB focuses on the acts of making things public 
and creating publics in the age of post-digital networks.” By adding ‘intimate’ in this sentence, I 
intended to remember and stay close to what I have learned from XPUB community.
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{note: mention and explain Dictee by Theresa Hak Kyung Cha. How close reading of 
Cha’s inter-lingual approach(French, English, Korean, Latin) allowed me to think intimacy 
and translation together}


I began to wonder: if, as Collins said, “intimacy [in translation] endorses linguistic 
experiment, collaboration, and self-reflexivity thus allowing the translator to draw readers’ 
attention to her innovations and so too to the translation process itself”, why not do the 
same with concretizing the concept of intimate publishing?


Chin-Mil-Gam (친밀감, 親密感), Playing hide-and-seek

In Korean, the word ‘intimacy’ can be translated into ‘Chin-Mil-Gam (친밀감, 親密感)’ . 2

Defined as ‘feeling or sense of being close and/or in close relationship’, the word is made 
with three Hanja—which refers to Korean words of Chinese origin: ‘Chin (親, close to)’, 
‘Mil (密, dense)’ and ‘Gam (感, feeling)’. Feeling intrigued by these combinations, I closely 
looked into the Hanja dictionary for ‘Chin’ and ‘Mil’—two main characters containing the 
meaning of ‘intimacy’—specifically the list of derivative meanings for each word. In the list 
of ‘Chin’, there are ‘be close’, ‘love’, ‘become familiar’, ‘be skillful at’, ‘parents’, and 

 Depending on the context of source text, the word ‘intimacy/intimate’ can be translated into 2
other words such as Chin-Geun (친근, 親近), Chin-Sug (친숙, 親熟), Gin-Mil (긴밀, 緊密), Eun-Mil (은밀, 
隱密), and Mil-Jeop (밀접, 密接). In this thesis, however, I decided to only focus on Chin-Mil (친밀, 親
密) for three reasons: 

1) Chin-Mil is the first search result for the word intimate/intimacy in various online Korean-English 
dictionary platforms.

2) Unlike Chin-Mil, some do not have both meanings of ‘being close’ and ‘personal nature’. For 
example, Chin-Geun, both Chin and Geun, means ‘being close and proximity’ and in case of Gin-
Mil, the meaning of both letters are semantically closer to ‘personal and private’. Lastly, ‘Chin-
Sug’ more tends to be translated ‘familiar’ than ‘intimate’. 

3) Eun-Mil and Mil-Jeop are not considered as ‘Gam (감, 感)’ which can be translated as  ‘sense/
feeling/affect’ since Eun-Mil-Gam and Mil-Jeop-Gam do not exist nor used in daily life.

Figure 3. Where are you from? #1, A screen capture of the word 
‘translate’ in the browser. It was a past participle of transferre 
(transfer) which later became Latin translat- ‘carried across’. 
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‘relatives’. In ‘Mil’ there are ‘dense’, ‘detailed, meticulous’, ‘be close’, ‘quite, innermost’, 
‘hide’, ‘secret, private’ and ‘comfortable’. What grabbed my attention the most was the 
second character, ‘Mil’. How on earth dense and packed end up meaning intimate? And 
my curiosity thrived.


What follows here is a close reading of the etymology of the second character, ‘Mil (密, 
dense)’. According to the explanation in the dictionary, ‘Mil’ symbolizes a box or bowl (必) 
underneath the roof (宀), hidden in the inmost recesses of the mountain (山) with a dense 
collection of trees (See figure 4). After reading similar yet slightly different variations of its 
explanation, an image of a small shrine located in the most tranquil and quiet center of 
mountain with a dense forest begins to emerge. The denser the forest is, the more places 
there are to hide. As I going through the list with my eyes again—dense - detailed, 
meticulous - be close - quite - innermost - hide - secret, private - comfortable—more 
incongruous imageries started to fade in and out: layers of mountainmountain, ‘I’ like a 
tiny stick in the deep mountain, memories of going through the layerlayer 
mountainmountain, overwhelming feelings from dense treetree and yet private and 
secluded feelings that denselydense treetree give.


[Intimacy in Korean, the tension when the first and second characters meet] 

This tension between playful and/yet nervous feeling brought up by ‘Mil’ gets heightened 
when it is posited next to ‘Chin’ (meaning ‘close to’). Due to the letter ‘Gyeon’ (見, ‘see, be 

Figure 4, Where are you from? #2, A screen capture of the word ‘Mil 
(密, dense)’ in online dictionary. 

Naver.com. (2023). Available at: https://hanja.dict.naver.com/#/entry/
ccko/59a2e6f608c4409bb753a11273fe234d [Accessed 14 Mar. 2023].  


